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ohrcsc odu 'uh,uct hdvbnc shn, ehzjh ot lt /ohrcsv hbp ughdh ifhv sg ,gsk

 

oahu ouenv hbctn jehu anav tc hf oa ikhu ouenc gdphu
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oa rat ictv ,t jehuw a"zu ,jt ict v"cev itag shn jhbh hkg ,rnut
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ihcn hbbhtaf od 'h,uct hfrsc ehzjn hbbv rntk ubchah kevku rh,vk ohngy
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vhv tk 'tuva kf zhz tkk ovh,uct hdvbnc ohehzjn ktrah ,hc hbunv uhv ukhta
hf 'ktrah ,hc orfc kug herup ka ,uthmn ohhe uhv tku 'jhkmn iya vagn
hdvbn kg ofj,vk ohsevaf er tuv ostv ,t jhsvk rmhv ka ujuf kf runtf
lhanvk uhkg gusnu vnk ihcvk hkcn ou,c tuv lkuva sug kf lt 'uh,uct
,ubak uhkg kyun vnk ubzt ,t rcak rmhv ,kufhc vhvh tk ',uctv ,ruxnc
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kg ubhapb ruxnku ohhj hfrs sunkk ubhkg /vkuf ,"vf ouhek suxh hvuz runtf hf
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'ouenv hbctn jehuw uvzu 'atrk uk onhahu ,ufr ovhkt rcsha 'ohbctf ohae
/ohngp vnf iust utrea 'garv uagk lf rjt tuv vaga unfu 'wuh,uatrn oahu

R’ Moshe Feinstein zt”l (Darchei Moshe) would say:

     “w,c vskh rjtuw - The Gemara (/tne c"c) states: ‘Rav Chisda said, If a daughter (is born) first, it is a good sign for the

children.’ (ohbck vph inhx vkhj, ,c) Some say, because she rears her brothers and others say because the evil eye has no

influence over them. Rav Chisda said, To me, however, (all) daughters are dearer than sons.’ Tosfos explains that Rav

Chisda’s daughters married men who were among the greatest of their generation, Rava, Rami bar Chama, and Mar Ukba

bar Chama. When someone is disappointed because he was hoping for a son and his wife gave birth to a daughter, I tell

him, whukhg rgs iguustvxhut rhs rtp yguu argsbt rgmnhht zt rhs yrt xtuuw - ‘What does it bother you if someone else will

raise the genius?’ In other words, they will do the work and he will marry your daughter and you will reap the benefits!” 
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The Maharal, R’ Yehuda Loewy zt”l (Derech Hashem) would say:

    “Any achievement that was attained, any great light that radiated at a certain time - when

that time comes around again, the radiance of that light will shine again, and the fruits of that

achievement will be received, for whoever is there to receive them.”

A Wise Man would say:

     “Walking with a friend in the dark is better than walking alone in the light.”                           
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v"g vnka ovrct wr ,c kjr tahr u,hgru k"z whcuy wr ic rykt ktuna ;xuh ovrct wr ,nab hukhgk lynp: Yaakov Avinu did not intend to sleep out in the open,

with his head on a bunch of rocks. Hashem caused the sun to

set early, forcing him to stop traveling. He davened Maariv,

instituting this prayer for all future generations, and with no   

    A SERIES IN HALACHA
   LIVING A "TORAH" DAY

"okuf sdbf vru, sunk,u" - The Greatest Mitzvah of All (53)

Hints in Learning Halacha (cont.). As we continue to discuss
the importance of Halacha, let us offer a few crucial and relevant
tips to assist one in learning this topic to the best of his ability. 

Two Types of Later Halacha Seforim. Among the later
halachic works (Acharonim) that summarize and rule on relevant
and contemporary issues in Halacha (Halacha L’maaseh), there

are two distinct types of seforim. Some have a simple and basic
text, which dictates the ruling as the author sees fit, such as the
Chayei Adam and Shulchan Aruch Harav. Others bring a

few different texts - the Shulchan Aruch (Mechaber) and
Rema - and proceed to build a commentary around them. This
is how the Mishna Berurah is written. Each type has an

advantage over the other. The first type is much easier to grasp,
since it is one flowing text and one just needs to read the words
in front of him to ascertain the halacha. The second type places

one text into another on the same page, and much concentration
is taken to fit each piece precisely where it has to go. On the other
hand, the second type lets one know which laws are coming

directly from the Mechaber and Rema, and what was added later.
Hints in Learning Mishna Berurah. As mentioned, when
learning Mishna Berurah, the ";sv ,rum" (pagination) does not

consist of one single flowing text, which for some people can
minimize clarity since effort must be made to glance back and
forth from one set of text to another. This can be remedied in the

other choice, he laid down to sleep. What our forefathers did

is a sign for us, his descendants. There is a famous Yiddish

expression that goes: "vmg it lhz cgd rhn" - we’ll figure it out!

Yaakov Avinu did - and his children excel at it as well!   

   `"hily cltyxid jexa x"den z`n 
qhiid cplailw jexa miig zxhr llek y`x 

following manner: After finishing each ";hgx" (section) of

Shulchan Aruch and the Mishna Berurah below it, one should
read over the Mechaber’s words again, this time adding in the
additions of the M.B. outside. This turns it into one flowing text.

(In truth, this method is also the way to learn Tosfos on the
Gemara. After finishing a Tosfos, one should reread the Gemara

with the additions of Tosfos and “homogenize” them into the

flow of the Gemara. There are successful Maggidei Shiur who
do this as they guide their talmidim.) This is not a review but
rather a completion of the first time learning.

Sefer Shinun Halacha which is printed at the end of each
volume of certain prints of M.B. (also as an independent sefer), is
a tremendous aid in retaining the rulings of the Shulchan Aruch

and M.B. It is an extremely brief listing of each topic mentioned in
Shulchan Aruch, Rema, M.B. and Biur Halacha, without the final
ruling on the case. A person can test himself by skimming through

the Shinun Halacha to see if he knows the psak on each case.
Chazarah. After learning the text well, as above, one can make
quick reviews by either of the two above methods: Reading the

words of the Mechaber and Rema, and adding by heart the
Mishna Berurah’s additions, and/or learning through the Shinun

Halacha, making sure he knows the final ruling for each case.

Look it up. When the M.B. writes to look up a halacha and cites
the place, it is a good idea to do so. This gives one a solid “round-
up” of the topic, and also brings fluency and ",uthec" in halacha.



     Leah names her sixth and final son Zevulun. Zevulun is her crowning glory - she now is mother to half the Shevatim.
Zevulun is also the first Shevet entrusted with the task of supporting those who learn Torah. His mission is unique for although
his time is spent in material pursuit, it is considered a spiritual endeavor since his wealth is used for the support of Torah. 
     The Meshech Chochma points out that the name “Zevulun” comes from the word "kcz". Zevel literally means “waste” - the
stuff used as fertilizer to nourish the ground. Without fertilizer the ground will not be able to maximize its production of
vegetation and fruits, and the earth’s potential will be wasted and untapped. R’ Shamshon Raphael Hirsch zt”l points out that
fertilizer has both positive and negative qualities. On the one hand, it improves and prepares the earth to allow it to sprout forth
and grow. On the other hand, it has a terrible, disgusting odor and one may not daven or make a beracha in its presence! 
     This concept is applicable to Zevulun. Zevulun was entrusted with supporting Torah. He has the great privilege of preparing
the world for Torah and helping it thrive. He must remember though that if he uses his material wealth for his own personal use
and glory, then it stinks! He becomes someone that people will run away from! Such a person has truly missed his calling. His
material success will eventually become his downfall, since the only purpose it was given was so that he may use it for a
spiritual purpose. How  unfortunate it is when people are blessed with material wealth and use it to glorify themselves by living
such high lifestyles just to impress others. They can barely keep up with themselves! They are so enamored with their success
that their lives become one big stinky rat race! We must be extra vigilant in these times of abundance, that we do not use what
we have to glorify ourselves but rather for the purpose it was given, which is to glorify Hashem and His Torah.
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     Yaakov Avinu laid down to sleep and had a dream. Interestingly, Hashem sent him this dream exactly when he was leaving
the protective walls of Yeshiva Shem v’Ever to find a shidduch and build a home, telling him that he has plenty of potential for
growth and success but only if he is careful with other people’s money. We see from here that a person’s future is often
determined not only by how he handles himself in the Beis Medrash in his early years, but also how he handles himself when
he leaves the protective walls of Yeshiva and enters the next phase of his life. Many times, I observe Yeshiva bochurim while
in Yeshiva, most of whom strive to become talmidei chachamim and reach great heights in Torah. However, when that very
same person leaves the Beis Medrash, gets married and starts looking for parnassa, his priorities in life sometimes start to slip.
Instead of going up the ladder, he finds himself coming down. Suddenly, his growth in Torah seems to weaken and his
attention is turned to earning a parnassa. Whereas, while in Yeshiva, all he was interested in was starting a good Elul zman, his
priorities have now become acquiring material goods to pay his expenses and mortgage. Certainly, there is no question that
when a bochur gets married, earning parnassa is very important. But he must be careful not to let it change his outlook and
future goals in life. Just because he’s searching for parnassa does not mean that he has to slide down the ladder of growth. 
      This is the lesson that Yaakov Avinu learned from his dream. He didn’t only see the potential for growth represented by the
malachim climbing up the ladder, but he also saw the potential for backsliding, represented by the malachim descending the
ladder. This is a challenge and primary test facing every young man entering the workplace. Yaakov Avinu passed this test
with flying colors, remaining impeccably honest, despite living with Lavan, who constantly attempted to cheat him. May the
Ribono shel Olam bentch us and our children with the parnassa they deserve and give us the nachas that we, as parents, desire.     

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 /// iukcz una ,t tre,u ohbc vaa uk h,skh hf haht hbkczh ogpv(f-k)

Adapted from “Heroes of Faith”

 wudu vnhnav ghdn uatru vmrt cmn okx vbvu(th-df)
    The holy Rizhiner Rebbe, R’ Yisroel Friedman zt”l was known to say that the word "okx" in this posuk is an acronym
for "xn ,sugk vun"vfk  - the fourth Shabbos meal, which is "vmrt cmn" - grounded to a degree due to a lack of compliance,
even though "vnhnav ghdn uatr" - it is so lofty and holy, that on a spiritual level, it can bring a person closer to Heaven! 
     In the early days of WWII, the Bochnia ghetto was a temporary oasis where the indoor factory work was bearable and the
ghetto authorities were better than most. The key word was “temporary” and the question was “for how long?”
    During this time, a group of Bobover chassidim in the ghetto had a fanciful notion of performing a certain mitzvah the
way they had always done it back in Bobov. The Bobover Rebbe, R’ Benzion Halberstam zt”l hy”d and his father
before him, had always stressed the importance of the mitzvah of Melaveh Malka, eating a special meal after Shabbos in
honor of King David. In Bobov, the Rebbe had presided over a glorious tish, infusing his chassidim with inspiring words
of faith. The talmidim in Bochnia felt an urge to continue this tradition, and so they sent word to R’ Shloime Halberstam
zt”l, heir to the tradition of his fathers, and the remaining link in that glorious chain, asking him to consider their idea.
    From his residence outside the ghetto, R’ Shloime weighed the proposition carefully. He had purposely chosen to reside
outside the ghetto hoping that it would allow him and his family to remain anonymous - and thus less easily identifiable - to
the S.S. and Gestapo. The consequences of being discovered inside the ghetto would be even more severe than being caught
outside the ghetto, and to preside over a Melava Malka seudah would be doubly dangerous, for the Nazis treated any large
gathering of Jews as a rebellion. The Jews of Bochnia did not even organize a daily minyan for this reason. But how could he
say no to such a request? His chassidim were starved for spirituality and he knew it was up to him to satiate their souls. 
     R’ Shloime decided to notify only the most sincere chassidim who were willing to put their lives in danger. A secure room
was found and he made the necessary arrangements, assuring his chassidim that he would slip into the ghetto to join them.
     A few weeks later, late one Motzei Shabbos, R’ Shloime called his son Naftuli to his side. Believing that the young boy
had a greater chance of surviving the war than he did, the Rav wished his son to experience the chassidim’s mesiras nefesh
and the beauty of their enthusiasm for mitzvos. “Come, Naftulche,” he said quietly, “we are going inside the ghetto.”
     The boy’s eyes widened. He knew the danger of being out in the street, especially after working hours. His father’s work
permit would be useless at that time of night. And what if they were caught slipping into the ghetto? The young boy left his
questions unspoken. If this was his father’s plan, he would not be afraid. Trustfully, he followed his holy father out the door,
through the streets of Bochnia, and to the infamous ghetto fence. A seemingly solid plank moved silently aside to admit both
father and son. Minutes later, they arrived at the home of R’ Hersh Wagner z”l, where the event was to take place.
     The sight that greeted R’ Shloime and his son stirred their souls. Forty devoted chassidim stood respectfully, each with a
k’zayis of bread in his hand. Naftuli gaped. He had not seen such a gathering since he had left Bobov - a lifetime ago. 
    For the next hour, the Bobover Rav addressed the chassidim, filling them with strength and emunah, relating stories of
the great chassidic masters and words of Torah to reinforce his message. With tears in his eyes, he spoke of the never
-ending killings and reminded them that whenever they took a bath, they should have in mind that this might be their
taharah. He spoke of Kiddush Hashem and how to properly perform this most difficult, yet most precious mitzvah. The
chassidim listened intently, hoping they would never be tested, praying that if they were, they would do what was required. 
     In quiet camaraderie, they ate their bread and they bentched. And then, to continue their tradition without compromising
their safety, they rose, joined hands as one, and silently mouthed the timeless words of the Melava Malka niggunim,
poignantly symbolizing the singing and dancing they remembered from Bobov. On the way out of the ghetto, R’ Shloime
urgently whispered to his son, “Never forget what you saw here. Never forget the mesiras nefesh for mitzvos - such mesiras
nefesh performed with such love!”                                                                                                              

vnhnav ghdn uatru vmrt cmn okx vbvu okjhu
wudu uc ohsrhu ohkg ohekt hftkn vbvu (ch-jf)  

 /// tuv hk vtr v,t kfu hbtm itmvu hbc ohbcvu h,bc ,ubcv(dn-tk)
   Rabbeinu Chananel zt”l (quoted by Rabbeinu Bechaye
zt”l) comments that Lavan tried to deceive Yaakov when he
said, “The daughters are my daughters, the children are my
children, and the flocks are my flocks; all that you see is
mine.” Had not Yaakov Avinu already said to him, “Here
you have rummaged through all my things and you have not
found a single thing of yours?” Yaakov made it very clear
that Lavan had no claim but Lavan had not replied to this
challenge. He simply ignored it as if Yaakov’s words meant
very little to him. How could he now make a statement
claiming everything Yaakov had was his? Lavan’s claim is
similar to when Ben Hadad, the King of the Syrians, said to
King Achav of Israel: “Your silver and your gold, your wives
and your good children are all mine.” (Kings I 20-3) Even
Achav knew this was wrong and told the Jewish elders, “See
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for yourselves how this man is bent on evil.”
     The Brisker Rav, R’ Yitzchok Zev Soloveitchik zt”l
once met the Chofetz Chaim zt”l in Warsaw. He inquired as
to the presence of the Tzaddik in the big city and the Chofetz
Chaim responded, “It has always been my dream to emigrate
to the Holy Land, however, in order to do so, I need a
passport. In order to get a passport, I need to show my birth
certificate. In order to get a birth certificate, I need to find two
witnesses from the town of my birth who will testify that I
was born!” The Chofetz Chaim’s face contorted in anguish.
“I am well over 80 years old and the authorities know that
there is no way I will find two people to testify for me. But
my arguments fall on deaf ears. They simply ignore what I
tell them and insist on following the letter of the law.”
     R’ Yisroel Meir explained that the authorities could make
an exception for him, but they won’t. Why? “Because a Jew’s
words mean very little to them! I am nothing in their eyes!”

 FROM THE WELLSPRINGS OF   
R' GUTTMAN - RAMAT SHLOMO  

lyn: On one of his fundraising missions, the Ponovezher
Rav, R’ Yosef Shlomo Kahaneman zt”l traveled to the

city of Haifa to visit a few wealthy benefactors. He had to
provide food for his students, and the conditions at the
yeshivah had become intolerable. He had no choice but take

up the “walking staff” and go door to door raising money. 
     The plan was for the Ponovezher Rav to remain in Haifa
for two days, seeing potential donors and hoping for

generous donations. As far as a place to sleep at night, he
wasn’t overly concerned; surely someone in the city would
invite the distinguished Rav into his house. 

     Ironically, everyone had the same thought and no one
considered that the illustrious Ponovezher Rav had nowhere

to sleep. And so he was left without a bed to sleep in. 
     The student who accompanied the Rav questioned the
Rav about this, assuming that they would have to check into

a hotel. What alternative did they have? 
     But R’ Yosef Shlomo staggered him when he replied
with equanimity, “A hotel? Why should we stay in a hotel?

It’s a pity to waste valuable Yeshivah money on a hotel. The
little we have raised is meant for the talmidim. We will
sleep on park benches!” And so they did!


